
HOW TO WRITE A FUNNY POEM

Writing a comedic poem is an excellent way to brighten up someone's day, and tell a funny story. We've got lots of
examples of funny poetry, and some tips to.

Make your poem fun or tongue-twist-y to read out loud. It seems that everything they do, Is judged by him
most truly through The trouble with editing is that you often want to do it while you are writing your first
draft. They understand when he's upset, It's not that safe to place a bet, To argue over all and sundry, Or about
what exactly's in the laundry Start Right Now! Rhyming Poetry Without Meter Just because a poem rhymes,
does not necessarily mean that it has to have meter. And here is yet another possible answer: Eagles are known
for building very large nests. Then, set up a folding chair; a rest is what you need. And when it was over the
cowpokes would cheer and even the manliest men shed a tear for nowhere on Earth but the Cow Town Ballet
had anyone ever seen cattle sashay. A limerick usually has seven, seven, five, five and seven syllables in its
five lines. At the same time, be open to letting your poem change and grow as you write it. The opposite of
this might be to write about an alien that looked exactly like a human being, with two eyes, one head, two
hands, etc. Are We Having Pun Yet? Exaggeration One common technique for making poems funny is to
exaggerate. I never knew that it can be modified for the better. If you tell yourself that your poetry is not any
good, you will probably stop writing before you ever have a chance to improve. As you can see, poems can
change a lot as you write them. Free Verse Free verse is poetry that does not necessarily have rhymes or
meter. So you see, there are lots of different techniques you can use for making your poems funny. As you
write more and more poetry, you will find that you begin to recognize meter. Nobody can write all good
poems. You can also write about a person, place, thing or situation that is humorous -- you don't always need a
plot to demonstrate why something makes you laugh. Each of these exaggerates one feature of the game. In
general, I recommend that rhyming poetry should either have a very strict meter, or an extremely loose,
exaggerated lack of meter. Poems are almost never done when you first think they are done. Using a thesaurus
can help you improve your poems by choosing more appropriate words, or words that fit the structure of your
poem better. And so on. Write down ideas for lines or couplets that rhyme or lines that portray the hilarity of
your subject. Writing a funny poem is not much different than writing a serious poem, it just takes a little extra
humor. Once you've made your choice, we'll ask you for a few words to inspire your poem. RhymeZone
Online Rhyming Dictionary Dictionary In addition to a rhyming dictionary, you should also have a regular
dictionary and a thesaurus. And some no-good cowpoke, on hearing that sound, grew rather unhappy; he
stopped and he frowned, then ran to the sheriff, deciding to tattle, so Jed was arrested for rustling cattle. Will
you lock me in the basement when there is a bright, full moon? He can locate nearly anything with elementary
ease. The ending line should leave the reader thinking about the poem. Here are some other examples: a bald
eagle in a barber shop a cowboy in a ballet a snowman in the desert a fish in an airplane a plate of spinach in a
candy shop playing tennis in a swimming pool Whatever your idea â€” whether you are going to write about
baseball game, a polar bear, your favorite food, or just about anything else â€” try putting it in an unusual
place and you may have the beginning of a very funny poem. Take a look at the following example: Mary had
a little lamb she fitted with a saddle. You may find you have a favorite as well. Just start to write your poem
and the funny ending will just come to you soon.


